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Featured Application: The application of this work is directly related to food processing industries
such as slaughterhouses which produce high strength wastewater. An additional featured
application is the opportunity for co-digestion where co-located industries, such as nearby
beef feedlots, can develop synergistic partnerships in which waste can contribute to anaerobic
digestion systems at slaughterhouse facilities to help optimise the process and also result in waste
disposal for one industry and energy production and offsets for the other.

Abstract: This work represents and reviews a compilation of investigations into improving anaerobic
digestion performance of high-strength wastewater in the Australian Red Meat Processing industry.
The industry produces significant quantities of organic-rich wastewater which requires treatment
prior to release to the environment. Anaerobic lagoons are a cost-effective method of waste treatment
where land availability is not an issue; however, the high fat load in the wastewater can negatively
impact the anaerobic lagoon system and result in compromised anaerobic digestion performance.
This paper will discuss the importance of upstream primary pre-treatment and review a series
of investigations focused on optimising digester performance and improving fat biodegradability.
These studies include: 1. the effect of temperature and mixing; 2. the influence of feedstock trace
element composition and supplementation, and; 3. the potential benefit from pre-treatments such as
chemical, thermobaric, thermochemical and bio-surfactant. This paper discusses the implications of
these findings for covered anaerobic lagoon operation and provides recommendations to promote
optimum digester performance and future opportunities in adopting alternate anaerobic digestion
technology options. Finally, the paper provides recent trends toward the use of other waste streams
for co-digestion and discusses this in terms of digester optimization and technology options.

Keywords: biogas; bioenergy; waste management; slaughterhouse; abattoir; trace elements;
agro-industrial; temperature; pre-treatment; co-digestion

1. Introduction

The Australian red meat processing (RMP) industry is both energy and resource intensive. Water
consumption averages at 9.4 m3 of fresh water per tonne of hot standard carcass weight (t HSCW)
produced, while energy consumption averages 4108 MJ·t HSCW−1 [1]. From the 7.7 million cattle
processed in 2019 [2], this equates to an industry-wide production of 2.2 Mt of carcass weight [3] and
a subsequent consumption of 20.68 million m3 of fresh water and 9038 TJ of energy [1]. As these
resources are a significant cost to processors, efforts are being taken by the industry to reduce both
water and energy consumption.
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Likewise, RMP facilities also generate large quantities of waste which can be divided into solid
and liquid wastes. Regarding solid waste, the average rate of production was 11.3 kg·t HSCW−1 for an
industry total of 24,860 t sent to landfill in 2019 [1]. Simultaneously, the average rate of wastewater
production was 8.7 m3

·t HSCW−1 for an industry total of 19.14 million m3 in 2019 [2,4]. This wastewater
is high-strength with both a high chemical oxygen demand (COD) and a high fat, oil and grease (FOG)
content (Table 1) and requires treatment prior to disposal. The greenhouse gas emissions averaged
at 432 kg of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions (CO2-e) per t HSCW produced, resulting in an
industry-wide contribution of 1,330,000 t CO2-e in 2018 [5].

Table 1. Concentrations of parameters of high-strength wastewaters produced by abattoirs amended
and adapted from Harris and McCabe [6].

Parameter Units
Typical Abattoir
Raw Wastewater

(All Meats) a

King Island
(Beef) b

Southern Meats
Wastewater ex
DAF (Sheep) c

Churchill
Abattoir
(Beef) d

Oakey Beef
Exports (Beef) e,f

BOD mg·L−1 1600–3000 3000 ~1/2 COD 164–7020 n/a
COD mg·L−1 4200–8500 7200 3100–11,500 1040–12,100 9275
FOG mg·L−1 100–200 120 290–2670 5–2110 808
TSS mg·L−1 1300–3400 2000 1150–5700 457–6870 n/a
VSS mg·L−1 n/a n/a 1040–5300 n/a n/a

Total n mg·L−1 114/148 450 180–440 296–785 199
NOx mg·L−1 n/a n/a 0.01–0.12 n/a n/a

NH4-N mg·L−1 65–87 250 18–135 23.8–349 60
Total P mg·L−1 20–30 45 26.4–60 n/a 43

VFA mg·L−1 175–400 n/a 61–600 70–906 453
Alkalinity mg·L−1 350–800 n/a 340–700 1020–1980 n/a

a Johns [7]; b White, Johns and Butler [8]; c UNSW [9]; d McCabe et al. [10]; e McCabe, Schmidt and Harris [11];
f Schmidt, McCabe and Harris [12]. BOD = biochemical oxygen demand; TSS = total suspended solids; VSS = volatile
suspended solids; N = nitrogen; NOx = oxides of nitrogen; NH4-N = ammonium as nitrogen; P = phosphorus;
VFA = volatile fatty acids; DAF = dissolved air flotation.

Australian RMP facilities have been proactive in introducing engineering solutions to minimise
both resource consumption and waste generation. The eco-efficiency manual for meat processing [13]
outlines three areas of opportunity:

• Energy: reduced demand (steam, heat and electricity), improved efficiency (steam), alternative
sources (steam, electricity), and improved recovery (heat).

• Water: reduction, reuse and alternative sources.
• Wastewater: recovery of resources, wastewater treatment and beneficial utilisation.

Resource recovery from waste streams is an important consideration both for retaining high-value
product and for reducing the impact on down-stream processes such as anaerobic digestion.
The eco-efficiency manual [13] identifies and discusses several engineering solutions which have
been developed to recover organic solids from the wastewater prior to discharge from the abattoir.
Of particular interest is the recovery of FOG. From a resource recovery perspective, tallow produced
from rendered fat currently sells for around $750 AUD·t−1 [14]. Consequently, tallow is a valuable
resource to the RMP industry, and the optimisation of fat recovery is a priority. Once fat enters the
wastewater system there are several primary wastewater treatment systems which range from simple
low-cost screens to more complex and expensive machinery used to recover fat. The eco-efficiency
manual for meat processing [13] identifies several of these technologies, their costs and indicative
capacities for fat recovery. Importantly, many RMP facilities operate screens (Figure 1a), save-alls
(Figure 1b) and dissolved air flotation units (Figure 1c) for which the manual indicates fat recovery
of 20–90%, 50–85% and 60–90% respectively. However, data collected by McCabe, Schmidt and
Harris [11] and presented alongside industry data in Table 1 further demonstrated that even with these
technologies in place, large amounts of fat can pass through to secondary treatment processes such as
anaerobic lagoons (Table 1).
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screens; (b) Save-alls and; (c) Dissolved-air flotation (DAF).

While fat recovery to produce tallow carries the added benefits of reducing the problematic
impacts of fat on the wastewater treatment system, no solution is 100% effective and digesters must
be appropriately designed and managed to accommodate fat loads. As the industry’s attention has
turned from simple wastewater treatment to bioenergy capture, interest in maintaining and optimising
these systems has grown. Consequently, this review aims to summarise a compilation of studies
conducted in the period 2010–2017 which investigate the performance of CALs treating high-fat RMP
wastewater. The review explores opportunities to improve digester functionality, including those
for co-digestion, which enhance biogas production and thereby increase the profitability of a facility
through displacement of energy costs. Recommendations are made to inform future decision making
regarding anaerobic lagoons for treating high-fat RMP waste.
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2. Wastewater Treatment and Process Limitations

Anaerobic digestion is the technology of choice to treat and recover biogas from the large quantities
of Australian RMP wastewater that remain following solids separation. Although efforts are made
to remove solids, the macromolecular composition of RMP wastewater remains largely proteins and
fats [15,16]. While proteins have a modest biochemical methane potential of 480 m3 CH4 per tonne
of volatile solids (VS), they are readily degradable and provide a source of nitrogen to the system.
By comparison, fats have the largest biochemical methane potential of 1001 m3 CH4·tVS−1 [17] and
provide a large amount of carbon. Consequently, the methane potential of RMP wastewater is around
700 m3 CH4·tVS−1 or 4–5 m3 CH4·m−3 of wastewater [16,18]. This, among other reasons, has prompted
red meat processors to retrofit covers to existing lagoons and build new covered anaerobic lagoons
(CALs) to tap into this potential [19,20].

Covered anaerobic lagoons are the preferred technology to treat wastewater in rural Australian
RMP facilities, where land is available, prior to discharge to adjacent agricultural land [9,10,20–25].
CALs are a cost effective option and relatively simple to operate [13] and carry further benefits with
relatively small sludge generation in comparison with aerobic systems [26]. However, there are
process limitations due to the absence of mixing and heating in many CAL designs. Consequently,
suboptimal temperatures restrict the metabolic rates of digester microbes; passive mixing and resulting
sedimentation limits contact between microbes and waste organics and; trace element (TE) limitation
can down-regulate or eliminate essential biochemical pathways [27,28]. High-fat substrates in particular
introduce a host of additional problems including:

(a) Crust formation and loss of effective volume: Fatty and buoyant substrates are less dense than
water and separate out to form a fatty crust on the surface of lagoon systems. As the crust mass
accumulates it occupies greater volume within the lagoon, limiting the space for the digester liquor
to accommodate and effectively reducing the effective volume of the lagoon (Figure 2) [6,10,20].
This simplified conceptual diagram (i.e., Figure 2) assumes a coupled hydraulic and solids retention
time and a static flow rate. As dead space increases it is expected that a reduction in treatment time
and consequently a reduction in treatment efficiency will result. This loss of treatment efficiency
resulting from insufficient residence time is known as short-circuiting. As the lagoons are typically
designed to accommodate a particular waste volume, there are two options: (1) divert wastewater
flow to reduce the amount of wastewater going to the digester [29] or (2) overload the digester [29].

(b) Reduced treatment efficiency: If digester inflow is not reduced to accommodate for the reduction
in effective volume resulting from crust accumulation, the digester will experience both organic
and hydraulic overloading [11,30]. The effect of hydraulic overload is short-circuiting in which
wastewater passes from inlet to outlet without spending sufficient time in the digester to achieve
sufficient organics degradation [31] and may result in the loss of active biomass (i.e., sludge
washout) due to the higher flow rate resulting from forcing the same volume of wastewater
through an ever-narrowing corridor (Figure 2). The effect of organic overloading is reduced
treatment efficiency and potential toxicity to the microbial consortium [11,32]. The impact of crust
accumulation under the cover of a CAL can be less apparent and effluent characteristics can give a
false impression of digester performance prior to signs of failure. As covers are typically opaque
it is difficult to gauge crust formation. As fatty and buoyant organics separate to the surface of the
lagoon they become isolated from the liquid phase and are not removed in the digester effluent
stream [10]. As samples are typically collected from the digester outlet, subsequent analyses
on the effluent wastewater can give false indications of degradation efficiency [29]. However,
in comparison with theoretical or laboratory-determined BMP results, an early indicator may be
a low in situ gas yield due to the physical limitation of microbes and exoenzymes to access the
organic mass that is effectively isolated in the crust. Essentially, the surface-area-to-volume ratio
of the crust decreases as the crust accumulates, reducing the available area for enzyme-substrate
interaction and resulting degradation [6].
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(c) Damage to infrastructure: The accumulation of a fatty crust has three main implications for
infrastructure and maintenance including pipe blockages and clogging of gas collection and
handling systems [33,34], reduced cover integrity [10,19,35,36] and the difficulty and cost of
crust removal [25]. (1) Pipe blockages are commonly reported and can result in accumulation of
hazardous waste upstream at the RMP facility, or accumulation within the digester. (2) Covers
are typically made from high-density polyethylene which over time reacts when in contact with
fat to weaken the cover integrity, allowing for gas permeation, risk of tears and risk to workers
who may walk on the cover [19]. Raft style covers rely on a skeleton of pipework which can easily
become bent, warped and generally compromised by accumulated fatty crust [10]. Removal of
covers to remove fatty crusts often results in the destruction of the cover. Furthermore, removal
of crust has been described as difficult, time consuming and expensive [25].

(d) Reduced gas yield: Fatty crusts also limit the potential to recover biogas produced from a waste
stream. While gas emerges through thin crust layers [26] as preferential pathways for gas release,
thick crusts restrict the pathways by which gas can escape the liquid medium into the cover
for capture [10]. In these cases, gas becomes compressed in the liquid phase and escapes at
the next possible point which may evade capture and contribute to greenhouse gas emissions.
Furthermore, fat that is broken down to form long-chain fatty acids may contribute to microbial
inhibition and thereby limit the amount of methane gas production [37].
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and sludge) over time and the resulting impact on the effective volume and consequently the coupled
parameters of hydraulic retention time and treatment efficiency.

Concerted efforts should be made to reduce FOG entry into wastewater and to recover FOG from
wastewater prior to entering a secondary waste treatment system. McCabe, Schmidt and Harris [11]
used data from sites reported by Jensen and Batstone [38] and Jensen et al. [18] to determine that
the reported sites could recover 50k–1.12M AUD·year−1 through increased tallow sales at 100% FOG
recovery at a cost of $605·tonne−1. At 2019 prices this would be worth 68k–1.53M AUD·year−1.

However, it is unlikely that such high degree of FOG recovery will be practical in the near future.
Consequently, secondary treatment systems (i.e., anaerobic digesters) need to be capable of robust
operation under suboptimal conditions.

3. Process Optimisation

Consistent feedstock and digester parameters are essential for stable and reliable operation
of an anaerobic digestion plant [12]. However, RMP facilities are highly dynamic environments;
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variation in waste production occurs seasonally, weekly, daily, shift-to-shift, as well as with respect
to the species processed [39]. Equipment failures can result in shock loading of secondary treatment
systems or may result in complete substrate diversion from the digester [21]. Detention basins
with short hydraulic retention times (2–5 days) allow for the extreme peaks and troughs in RMP
wastewater variation to settle and allows an operator to avoid shock loads from interrupting digester
performance [21]. It is also recommended that such systems are built with redundancy in mind to allow
for cleaning and maintenance while continuing digester operation to treat wastewater and produce
biogas [26]. This section provides a commentary on biogas plant design aspects which provide benefit
for managing high-fat RMP wastes. It also details how many of the issues experienced by operators of
anaerobic lagoons at RMP facilities can be improved or overcome by optimising process conditions for
temperature and mixing, operating at suitable organic loading rates (OLR) and providing a feedstock
which contains a sufficient TE (trace element ) profile.

3.1. Effect of Temperature and Mixing

High-fat substrates are typically problematic in anaerobic digestion systems. However, there are
a number of opportunities available to enhance FOG digestion with each adaptation representing
an incremental step toward becoming a high-rate system. Importantly, not all high-rate systems are
suitable for digestion of FOG-rich substrates.

In the treatment of high-fat substrates, mixing has two functions. Firstly, it prevents the formation
of a fatty crust, which, once formed is difficult to disperse. Secondly, mixing improves contact
between the microbial consortium and exo-enzymes with the soluble and insoluble organics to promote
degradation. McCabe, Schmidt and Harris [11] investigated the effect of stirring in lab-scale reactors
treating RMP wastewater. The reactors were operated at 26 ◦C to mimic the minimum effluent
temperature recorded at the biogas facility during winter. The effects of mixing can be summarised
as follows:

(i) Formation of crust/foaming layer development: Crust formation was only observed in reactors
with minimal stirring (1 h·day−1 before and after feeding to prevent washout of active biomass).

(ii) Process stability: Volatile fatty acids (VFA) accumulated faster in the continuously stirred reactors,
indicating a greater rate of hydrolytic degradation of organics, albeit imbalanced with methanogen
performance. However, due to the low reactor temperature, this caused the system to fail sooner
than the unstirred reactor. The unstirred reactor failed 10 days after the stirred reactor.

(iii) Biogas quantity and quality: Biogas production was greater in the stirred reactor prior to reactor
failure. Methane content was higher in the stirred reactor, and hydrogen sulphide concentration
was much lower.

CALs are typically operated under ambient conditions—absent of active heating and stirring.
In Australia these systems rely on the insulating properties of the lined earth to resist external temperature
changes, with heating supplied by incoming wastewater. While this is cost effective, the average
temperature of the CAL can be far from optimal. McCabe, Schmidt and Harris [11] investigated the
effects of digestion temperature in stirred reactors from 26 ◦C to the mesophilic optimum of 40 ◦C.
The effects of temperature can be summarised as follows:

(i) Formation of crust/foaming layer development: As beef grease and tallow has a melting point of
36–42 ◦C, an operational temperature of 40 ◦C is effective at melting fat to promote hydrolytic
degradation. Crust formation was not observed in stirred, heated reactors.

(ii) Process stability: Heated, stirred reactors maintained greater buffering capacity than the unstirred
and unheated reactors and did not experience any process instability as indicated by a consistent
pH and VFA:total alkalinity ratio.

(iii) Biogas quantity and quality: Biogas production continually increased throughout the experiment
beyond 70 days in the reactors that received heating and stirring, while the unheated and unstirred
reactors failed after 50 and 60 days, respectively.
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Schmidt et al. [27] further investigated the effects of site-specific seasonal temperature variation
on digester performance. Six reactors were operated at 38 ◦C and half were reduced to 25 ◦C over a
period of 90 days. During this time, the organic loading rate was maintained at 0.31 g COD·L−1

·d−1.
Following temperature reduction, the organic loading rate was progressively increased in a step-wise
manner to determine process limitations at the minimum and maximum temperatures (Figure 3a).
The effect of temperature reduction on degradation efficiency of FOG was apparent after 25 days,
by which time the temperature had been decreased to approximately 35 ◦C and coincides closely with
the minimum melting temperature of beef tallow. By day 105, temperature reduction to 25 ◦C was
completed and FOG degradation efficiency had reached ~67% immediately prior to digester failure
(Figure 3b).

Process control and biogas production were significantly impacted by temperature reduction.
Reduced degradation efficiency and restricted microbial metabolism resulted in an insufficient capability
to both eliminate volatile fatty acids and generate buffering capacity within the digester from day 40
onward (Figure 3c). Consequently, biogas production was similarly impacted and decreased almost
linearly with temperature (Figure 3d). Biogas composition remained largely consistent between the
control and temperature-reduced reactors across the duration of the experiment, although methane
content was higher in the control reactors whereas hydrogen sulphide content was typically higher in
the temperature-reduced reactors. Considering the effect of temperature on both biogas production
and the ability to increase organic loading, operation at 38 ◦C resulted in an increase in biogas yield by
80% compared with the 25 ◦C reactors.
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature reduction (TR), hydraulic retention times and incremental organic loading
rates in experimental reactors [27]; (b) Solids and FOG degradation efficiency in response to temperature
reduction and organic loading increase [27]; (c) Effect of temperature reduction and OLR increase on
process stability [27] and; (d) Effect of temperature reduction and organic loading on biogas production
per unit of vs. and COD [27]. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean.
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3.2. Trace Element Supplementation

Like all living organisms, the microbial consortium of anaerobic digesters require a suite of
essential elements to maintain good health and normal function. In the absence of these elements
the microbial consortium will begin to underperform over time until a reactor fails. Trace elements,
like temperature regulation, are critical to the underlying biological functioning of the anaerobic
digester. The effects stemming from TE supplementation are diverse but include improved FOG
degradation; process stability and; biogas quality and quantity.

In what was a first in the treatment of Australian RMP waste, Schmidt et al. [28] investigated the
effect of TE addition on the ability for continuous stirred-tank reactors to treat high-fat RMP waste.
These reactors were continually mixed and operated at 38 ◦C while the organic loading rate was
increased incrementally (Figure 4a). Reactors supplemented with TE exhibited improved organic
degradation over an extended period of time compared to controls (Figure 4b), at day 140 with an OLR
of 1.82 g COD L−1d−1 and HRT of three days the difference was 28%. Process stability was improved
in the TE reactors, maintaining a VFA/alkalinity ratio below 0.3 for 40 days beyond the controls and
allowing for a stable OLR increase from 0.91 g COD L−1d−1 to 1.82 g COD L−1d−1 (Figure 3c). As a
result of increased OLR capacity and degradation efficiency, biogas production was enhanced by
up to 84% prior to failure (Figure 4d). Consequently, TE supplementation can be useful to manage
accumulation of VFA, improve FOG degradation, overcome process instability from overloading, low
temperatures, high FOG concentrations and improve start-up after shutdown periods [28].
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3.3. Pre-Treatment of High-Fat RMP Wastewater Substrates to Enhance Anaerobic Digestion

There has been extensive investigation into various substrate pre-treatments to enhance substrate
performance in anaerobic digestion. Pre-treatments can be categorised as physical, thermal, thermobaric,
chemical, thermochemical and biochemical and have been explored in depth [6,40,41]. Within the
literature, pre-treatment of RMP waste has been a relatively minor focus and warrants further
investigation. Furthermore, enhancing digestion of FOG has been an interesting prospect academically
due to the high specific methane potential (SMP) of fat of around 1000 mL CH4·g VS−1.

Harris, Schmidt and McCabe [42] investigated the impact of thermal, chemical and thermochemical
pre-treatments and bile as a novel biochemical pre-treatment respectively. Each pre-treatment
demonstrated only a minor improvement to biomethane potential. However, the greatest impact of
treatment was on the degradation rate of the substrates. Each of the thermal (Figure 5a), chemical
(Figure 5b) and thermochemical (Figure 5c) pre-treatments impacted the rate of degradation and
methane yields. The greatest improvement was observed following thermal pre-treatment in which
hydrolysis was enhanced to the point of entirely eliminating the lag phase observed in the control and
other trials (Figure 5a). Evidence of enhanced hydrolysis was also observed in the thermochemical
pre-treatment, but the degree of impact was reduced in comparison to the thermal pre-treatment and
appeared to be due to the added chemical component. Indeed, this trend was not evident in the chemical
treatment, which itself had minimal impact but did slightly improve the rate of substrate degradation.
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Figure 5. Specific methane potentials and production rates of: (a) thermally treated dissolved air
flotation (DAF) sludge from a red meat processor [42]; (b) chemically treated DAF sludge [42];
(c) thermos-chemically treated DAF sludge [42]. Error bars represent one standard deviation from
the mean.

Harris, Schmidt and McCabe [43] investigated the effect of a novel bio-surfactant, bovine bile,
on treating FOG-rich DAF sludge using anaerobic digestion. Two outcomes were anticipated based on
the in vivo function of bile: (1) bile would act as a bio-surfactant and promote dissolution of fat particles
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and thereby enhance the rate of degradation and; (2) bile would act to inhibit bacteria. To answer these
questions and better assess the BMP data, curve fitting was conducted using two equations in order to
extract information (Equations (1) and (2)). While a low dose of 200–600 mg bile·L−1 induced a small
increase in methane yield, there was neither evidence for enhanced FOG dissolution nor improved
FOG degradation rate (Table 2). However, as dose increased beyond 2 g bile·L−1 the inhibitory effects
were observed and increased in magnitude with respect to increasing dose (Figure 6; Table 2).

Table 2. Kinetics analysis of treatment groups adapted from [42,43].

B0 Inhibition t0 tFinish k U R2 R2

Treatment mLN CH4·g
VS−1

added

(λ)
Days Days Days mLN CH4·g

VS−1
added·day−1 * **

Control 759 ± 4 4 ± 0.3 6.8 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.00 0.74 ± 0.05 149 ± 16 0.993 0.979
Thermal 821 ± 148 0.9 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.1 13 ± 1.73 0.54 ± 0.02 114 ± 4 0.996 0.995
Chemical 782 ± 6 3.3 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.1 12 ± 0.58 0.71 ± 0.05 147 ± 16 0.993 0.977

Thermochem 821 ± 11 2.4 ± 0.3 6.2 ± 0.1 13 ± 0.58 0.55 ± 0.02 114 ± 9 0.995 0.983

Control 999 ± 7 19.2 ± 0.1 23.2 ± 0 33 ± 0.60 0.53 ± 0.1 136 ± 2 1 0.999
Bile 0.2 g·L−1 1056 ± 22 19.1 ± 0.1 23.1 ± 0.1 33 ± 0.60 0.51 ± 0.1 139 ± 3 0.999 0.998
Bile 0.4 g·L−1 1056 ± 3 19.2 ± 0.1 23.4 ± 0.1 34 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.1 135 ± 9 0.999 0.997
Bile 0.6 g·L−1 1090 ± 12 19.1 ± 0.1 23.3 ± 0.2 33 ± 0.60 0.5 ± 0.1 135 ± 4 1 0.997
Bile 0.8 g·L−1 1068 ± 4 19.1 ± 0.1 23.3 ± 0.1 33 ± 0.60 0.5 ± 0.1 136 ± 4 0.999 0.998
Bile 1 g·L−1 1056 ± 12 19 ± 0.1 23.2 ± 0.3 33 ± 1.70 0.5 ± 0.3 129 ± 4 1 0.997

Control 765 ± 11 7.1 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 0.1 17 ± 0 0.73 ± 0.01 121 ± 6 0.999 0.999
Bile 1 g·L −1 766 ± 12 7.3 ± 0.1 10.3 ± 0.1 17 ± 1 0.71 ± 0.02 121 ± 6 0.999 0.995
Bile 2 g·L−1 764 ± 3 7 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 0.1 17.7 ± 0.6 0.68 ± 0.01 109 ± 5 0.993 0.994
Bile 3 g·L−1 761 ± 8 7.8 ± 0.2 11.4 ± 0.2 19.7 ± 1.2 0.57 ± 0.02 96 ± 4 0.997 0.994
Bile 4 g·L−1 764 ± 10 8.1 ± 0.2 12 ± 0.2 20.7 ± 1.2 0.53 ± 0.02 88 ± 4 0.994 0.994
Bile 5 g·L−1 756 ± 3 9.7 ± 0.3 14.0 ± 0.2 23.3 ± 1.2 0.44 ± 0.01 75 ± 4 0.989 0.987
Bile 6 g·L−1 745 ± 11 12.7± 0.4 17.6 ± 0.3 28 ± 1 0.35 ± 0.02 65 ± 3 0.986 0.986

* R2 for Logistic equation; ** R2 for modified Gompertz equation; mLN represents a normal volume (i.e., standard
temperature and pressure −0 ◦C, 1 atm, 0% humidity). Values are presented as ± one standard deviation from
the mean.
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Equation (1): Growth curve logistic equation.

B =
B0

1 + e−k(t−t0)
(1)

From Equation (1): B is the cumulative specific methane potential (SMP; mL CH4·g VS−1) at time
t (days); B0 is the maximum SMP achieved by end of digestion; k is the rate constant; t0 is the time
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(days) at which maximum production rate occurs. The function is weighted using standard deviation
to achieve better fit.

Equation (2): Modified Gompertz equation [44].

B = B0e−e
( Ue

B0
(λ−t)+1)

(2)

From Equation (2): B is the cumulative SMP at time t; B0 is the maximum SMP achieved by end of
digestion; U is the kinetic constant of methane production rate; λ is the duration of lag phase in days,
used here to represent inhibition. The equation is unweighted.

Although there have been interesting developments in enhancing FOG-rich RMP waste
degradation through pre-treatment batch experiments [42,43,45], attempts to translate these to a
continuous digestion experiment were largely unsuccessful [46]. Furthermore, due to the relatively
dilute nature of liquid RMP waste, pre-treatment of liquid wastewater was calculated to be largely
uneconomical and impractical [42].

4. Implications for Digester Technologies Treating RMP Wastewater

While optimum conditions typically associated with high-rate systems demonstrably improve
digester performance, these conditions can be difficult to achieve in RMP facilities. The two critical
factors which complicate secondary wastewater treatment in RMP facilities are: (1) RMP facilities have
a high throughput of dilute wastewaters with; (2) a relatively high FOG load. How each reactor type
handles these factors is further explored in this section.

4.1. Low-Rate Digesters

Covered anaerobic lagoons (CAL) facilitate large hydraulic loads by allowing a hydraulic retention
time long enough that particulates have time to gravity settle, effectively decoupling the hydraulic
retention time from the solids retention time [9]. This strategy is effective in the RMP industry given the
high hydraulic loading that is common in the industry. However, the strategy is far less effective in an
actively mixed system which limits the settling of solids. CALs tend to rely on passive mixing such as
the turbulence generated by influent entry into the lagoon, while other designs may recirculate sludge
to provide a degree of mixing [9,47]. Furthermore, some designs may introduce baffles into the lagoon
in an attempt to ensure wastewater does not short-circuit and has sufficient time for solids to settle out
and receive appropriate treatment [47]. With regards to heating, there is a large amount of waste heat
generated in RMP facilities that could be passed through the CALs to maintain mesophilic conditions
via heat exchange and thereby significantly enhance the performance of a CAL [21]. Currently, CALs do
not manage FOG loads well.

4.2. High-Rate Digesters:

(a) Covered high-rate anaerobic lagoons (CoHRAL) are an evolution of the low-rate CAL in which a
degree of mixing and or heating has been incorporated. These systems still have a comparatively
large footprint, whereby volumes of 20,000 m3 are common. Mixing is typically achieved through
the input of waste, the recirculation of sludge or the pumping of biogas through the sludge layer.
While better mixing provides better degradation of FOG-rich substrates, it is unlikely that the
turbulence generated by these methods will be sufficient to disrupt a floating crust layer.

(b) Continuous stirred-tank reactors (CSTR) are typically operated at either mesophilic (38 ◦C) or
thermophilic (55 ◦C) temperatures. These reactors are continuously stirred and, accordingly,
the HRT and SRT are coupled [48]. Consequently, if biomass recycling is absent, high hydraulic
loading reduces both the HRT and SRT and results in short-circuiting and sludge washout [48].
Under normal operating conditions, as demonstrated by McCabe, Schmidt and Harris [11] and
Schmidt et al. [27] CSTRs treating RMP waste perform well under high FOG loads.
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(c) Upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactors decouple the SRT from the HRT and allow
for high hydraulic throughputs, commonly 3–4 times the effective volume of the reactor in a
24 h period [49]. However, FOG disrupts formation of granular sludge and is consequently
incompatible with UASB reactor technology [50]. Increasing the recovery of FOG from waste
streams could improve the viability of UASB reactors as a treatment option for residual organics
in the wastewater stream. The high protein content in RMP wastewater presents an added risk of
ammonia inhibition.

(d) Expanded granular sludge bed (EGSB) reactors are a subset of UASB reactors which are built taller
to accommodate a larger volume of granular sludge which is typically developed on a bed of sand
or other inert material, effectively enabling a higher organic loading rate. As with UASB reactors,
a high hydraulic throughput can be achieved, but FOG is still problematic in establishing and
maintaining a granular sludge bed [51]. The high protein content in RMP wastewater presents an
added risk of ammonia inhibition.

(e) Anaerobic filter reactors (AFR) contain a high surface-area packing medium which acts as a filter
upon which a bacterial biofilm forms. Wastewaters are pumped through this filter and solids
are retained and degraded by the bacteria grown in the filter material. Reactors are heated and
additional mixing is unnecessary due to reactor design. FOG degradation appears to be good
in other industries [52]. The high protein content in RMP wastewater presents an added risk of
ammonia inhibition.

(f) Anaerobic membrane bioreactors (AnMBR) decouple the SRT from the HRT by capturing solids
using microfiltration membranes, allowing for high hydraulic throughputs [16]. Temperature is
typically controlled at mesophilic (37 ◦C), and degradation of moderate FOG loading appears to
be high [16,53].

5. Co-Digestion of Australian RMP Waste

The Australian RMP industry is both waste- and energy-intensive and processors have an interest
in reducing both of these factors. Anaerobic digestion of the waste produced in an RMP facility alone
is insufficient to meet the energy demands of the facility. Co-digestion with residues from co-located
industries may be a solution to both convert waste materials and improve the offset of energy demands
from fossil fuels. McCabe et al. [54] determined the aggregate quantities of waste organics from
the on-farm dairy and pork, dairy processing, beef feedlot and red meat processing industries and
compared the biogas energy potential with the industry energy consumption. On-farm dairy and
pork and beef feedlots produce large quantities of waste which carry a correspondingly large energy
potential that is not required on-site. This represents an opportunity for co-located industries to
develop synergistic partnerships in which waste can be contributed to anaerobic digestion systems at
RMP facilities, resulting in waste disposal for one industry and energy production and offsets for the
other. This would have the added benefit of reducing greenhouse emissions from the waste generated
in these industries.

Co-digestion carries additional benefits to RMP facilities. The C:N ratio of abattoir wastewaters
are typically low due to the high nitrogen content. Schmidt et al. [28] measured C:N at 2.7:1 which is
considerably lower than the optimal of 40:1 and indicates that the reactor is at high risk of ammonia
inhibition. The addition of feedlot manure, for example, with a C:N of 9–15 will improve the quality of
the substrate for anaerobic digestion. There is also the potential to produce a substrate with a more
balanced TE profile. Schmidt et al. [28] demonstrated that RMP wastewater was considerably lacking
in trace elements to sustain long-term digestion performance (Table 3). By comparison, many of
these trace elements can be found in much higher concentrations in feedlot manure [55] and would
contribute to improved digester performance and longevity.

Co-substrate selection is likely to be determined based on the type of pre-existing technology
available onsite, but co-digestion opportunities may warrant the installation of new and more appropriate
technology which may enable treatment of currently under-utilised substrates. In the RMP sector, paunch
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(stomach contents) of slaughtered cattle consists primarily of grass and is commonly disposed of via
three routes [56]: (1) removal of paunch and other solids from the site (2) material is composted on-site
with use on-site and; (3) material is composted on-site and used off-site. Similarly, spent bedding from
the pork industry is typically a straw or saw dust which is also commonly composted. These substrates
typically have a high solids content and may perform well as co-substrates in a dry digestion technology
such as continuous plug-flow digestion.

Table 3. Trace element concentrations in red meat processing (RMP) wastewater and recommended
optimal ranges [28].

Parameter
RMP Wastewater

mg·kg−1
TS ± Std. Dev. (n = 3)

Optimal Concentration
mg·kg−1

TS

Iron 1458 ± 140 750–5000
Nickel 2.40 ± 0.33 4–30
Cobalt 0.61 ± 0.14 0.4–10

Manganese 90.91 ± 2.44 100–1500
Molybdenum 1.49 ± 0.20 0.05–16

Zinc 159.44 ± 17.6 30–400
Tungsten <detection limit of 0.001 mg·L−1 0.1–30
Selenium <detection limit of 0.01 mg·L−1 0.05–4

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

Red meat processing results in the production of a range of solid organic waste, including FOGs,
manure, paunch and sludge. The industry also generates large quantities of wastewater which requires
varying levels of treatment prior to disposal to land or waterways. Sources of wastewater include
stockyards, slaughter areas, offal processing areas and rendering processes. Depending on plant
configuration, these sources can result in varying amounts of blood, fat, manure, meat, paunch and
detergents entering the wastewater treatment system if not captured at the source and diverted into
the solid waste treatment system. Red meat processing wastewater can generate methane which
is a valuable energy source and a greenhouse gas. The primary option available to the processing
sector in reducing greenhouse gas emissions is generating energy on site through methane capture
and use. This paper reviews a compilation of investigations into improving anaerobic digestion
performance of high-strength wastewater. A number of recommendations can be drawn from this
series of investigations:

• Effective primary treatment of the wastewater is essential to break down FOG into a dispersed
and useable form or to ensure removal of excess FOG and solids. Primary treatment includes the
use of:

(i) Screens (include static, vibrating, rotary and screw presses) as the first stage of primary
pre-treatment to remove solid material including fat particles, paunch and manure from
the wastewater;

(ii) Well-designed save-alls which remove fat effectively;
(iii) Adequately operated dissolved air flotation (DAF) systems.

• Biogas plants should be designed to minimise the effect of shock loading and maximise consistency
in feedstock composition. Redundancy should be built in to allow for maintenance.

• A degree of mixing may be beneficial to prevent crust accumulation in anaerobic lagoons, though
design should be careful as to avoid short-circuiting and washout.

• Covered anaerobic lagoons typically operate at ambient temperatures and should be optimised
for mesophilic conditions. The integration of heat exchangers into the treatment system could be
a simple option to provide constant mesophilic temperature and to improve the anaerobic process
of biogas production.
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• High-rate digesters such as anaerobic membrane reactors and anaerobic filter reactors present
opportunities to manage FOG-rich waste streams with high hydraulic loading.

• RMP facilities could expand to digest organic waste from co-located, on-farm industries in order to
boost energy production, offset energy demand and improve digester performance and longevity.
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